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Abstract
A small sheep experiment (nobs=32) planned to use a randomized complete block design
(RCBD) treatment assignment of two binary factors. Complications creating the RCBD blocks
prompted the researchers to discard the original blocks from the initial analysis plan and to rearrange
their experimental units into new groups using linear covariate adjustment. We compare the blocks
from the experiment’s initial analysis plan and the groups from the researcher’s linear covariate
adjustment to groups formed by potential matching methods. We evaluate these three analysis
approaches on the original sheep dataset and on simulated sheep datasets. We find that the groups
created using matching methods produce less precise estimates and that further, those estimates
may be biased. Additionally, the matching methods may alter the experiment’s size and thus, its
overall power. When small RCBD experiments have complications forming the desired blocks, we
recommend the joint use of well-established preliminary testing and post-stratification procedures.
This acts as a more formalized version of the sheep researchers’ use of linear covariate adjustment
and implicit model selection.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
To investigate the effect of endophyte (Neotyphodium coenophialum) infected fescue on sheep
reproduction, a sheep study (Suffolk ewes) was conducted during 2015–16 at Clemson University.
The study sought to confirm and quantify the detrimental effect of consuming this infected grass
species on sheep’s fetal development, a detriment supported by extensive anecdotal evidence. Rea-
sonably equivalent ewes (nobs=40) were sorted into groups of equal size (nblocks=10) and impreg-
nated by a single ram. After gestation, several weights recorded on each pregnant ewe measured
fetal development.
To form blocks for the planned analysis, the researchers used physical impregnation groups,
stratifying ewes on their initial body condition score (BCS), a livestock measurement in which
healthier ewes tend to score more highly. After confirming pregnancy, the researchers randomly
assigned pregnant ewes to one of four treatments within each block, resulting in an experiment
with a randomized complete block design. The experiment used a two by two factorial treatment
structure consisting of regulated seed diets applying the toxic fescue treatment (i.e., the seed either
did or did not contain the toxic endophyte) at two times (i.e., the pregnancy’s second and third
trimesters). Further details of the study protocol can be found in [8].
The sheep researchers considered a variety of variables that may respond to the treatments,
but the basic analysis plan was identical for each of the response variables. Initially, the researchers
used ordinary least squares (OLS) to estimate the model parameters and the response variable
means for each treatment. They also conducted an analysis of variance (ANOVA) to evaluate
hypothesis tests about the overall effects of the two treatment factors on the response variable
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means. Unfortunately, unforeseen complications in the study’s execution caused challenges for the
basic analysis plan.
The first complication in the study’s execution concerned the impregnation of the ewes.
Impregnation occurred based on the sets of ewes comprising the blocks. Specifically, the first set
of impregnations was made in the first block (i.e., the block containing the ewes with the five
highest initial BCS values), the second set of impregnations was made on the second block (the
block containing the ewes with the next five highest initial BCS values, allowing these later ewes to
increase their weight and BCS before attempting impregnation), and so forth until the tenth and
final block. Then, after a (suspected) pregnancy, the four treatments were (randomly) assigned to
the ewes within each block, in such a way that a block contained at least one ewe of each treatment
whenever possible.
The major complication occurred when impregnation was not successful; ewes assigned to
receive the treatment involving no infected seed during the second trimester and that were also later
found to be not pregnant were “recycled” for a subsequent impregnation attempt in another block.
Additionally, some ewes were removed from the study due to complications during their pregnancy.
Then, as some of the ten blocks were incomplete at the analysis time, experimental units assigned to
the some blocks were redistributed to complete some of the incomplete blocks, or to “fill in the gaps”
(see Table 1.1). After rearranging, the dataset had the same structure as a randomized complete
block design (RCBD) in which (nobs=32) were sorted into groups of size four (nblocks=8).
The initial study protocol grouped the ewes into complete blocks defined by initial BCS,
but after sheep recycling (and other complications), the initial BCS values were mixed within the
blocks, so the “block effect” was not a simple function of the initial BCS. The block effect was “not
significant” in the ANOVA for many of the response variables, and the response variable ANOVAs
suggested that the endophyte infected fescue diet was significant in the third trimester but not
significant in the second trimester. Based on these issues, the researchers decided to remove the
estimation of the block effect from their final analysis and to disregard the second trimester effect
and its interaction with the third trimester. Also, as imcomplete blocks were completed ad-hoc from
a supply of “extra” experimental units, the study took on characteristics of an observational study
as opposed to a randomized experiment. This prompted our consideration of matching methods.
The second complication in the study’s execution involved important covariates measured
after the treatment assignment (“post-hoc”), lamb number and genotype, that the study protocol
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Table 1.1: Original block assignments
Original block assignments for each ewe were changed after the experiment to form a total of eight
complete blocks for statistical analysis. Five ewes were removed during the study, and four ewes
were redistributed to different blocks. That is,
• ewe numbers 37, 16, 25, 20, and 48 were removed altogether, and
• several ewes were redistributed to form complete blocks. Specifically,
– ewe number 44 was redistributed from block 2 to block 7;
– ewe number 36 was redistributed from block 9 to group 3; block ewe number 49 was
redistributed from block 7 to block 4; and
– ewe number 2 was redistributed from block 10 to block 6.
Original Blocks Ewe ID
1 4
1 18
1 38
1 50
2 15
2 31
2 32
2 44
2 45
3 22
3 25
3 46
4 14
4 34
4 37
4 52
5 11
5 12
5 47
5 57
6 7
6 16
6 24
6 39
6 42
7 41
7 43
7 48
7 49
7 55
8 9
8 51
8 56
8 58
9 36
9 20
10 2
Updated Blocks Ewe ID
1 4
1 18
1 38
1 50
2 15
2 31
2 32
2 45
3 22
3 25
3 36
3 46
4 14
4 34
4 49
4 52
5 11
5 12
5 47
5 57
6 2
6 7
6 39
6 42
7 41
7 43
7 44
7 55
8 9
8 51
8 56
8 58
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failed to anticipate. Lamb number is the number of fetuses gestated by each ewe during the exper-
iment. While strongly related to many of the response variable considered, it is not detectable in
early sheep pregnancy and is thus unavailable until after treatment assignment. Genotype refers to
the value of a genetic marker that has been found in recent literature to be associated with resis-
tance to the detrimental effects of endophyte infected fescue; each ewe’s genotype was also recorded
after treatment assignment. The initial block definitions were based on BCS only, as no information
about lamb number or genotype was initially available for use. Thus, the researchers decided to add
estimates of the effects these important covariates to their analysis.
Altering the intended blocks and measuring important covariates after randomization caused
the researcher’s final analysis method to differ from their original specified protocol. For a new
analysis strategy that could potentially better address these complications, the researchers chose
covariate adjustment with the added covariates of lamb number and genotype directly forming a
new set of blocks. We consider the idea of creating a new set of blocks more generally, still replacing
the original blocks with groups based on the post-hoc covariates, but creating the new groups with
matching methods originally developed for causal inference in observational studies. Note that we
use “blocks” to refer solely to the researchers’ originally created groups, and “groups” to refer to
all other new sets of blocks, both those created implicitly through covariate adjustment and those
created explicitly with matching methods.
Overall, our objective is to compare three analysis approaches, the original planned
approach of data analysis (denoted “protocol”), the modified approach of data analysis the re-
searchers chose (denoted “researcher”), and some new analysis approaches based on post-hoc match-
ing (denoted “potential”). The analysis approaches are evaluated for several of the response variables
to determine whether or not the researcher or potential methods offer any important advantages
for addressing a study’s complications. We compare the three methods on the original data set and
with a small simulation study. Criteria to determine possible method advantages include (1) the
estimate of the effect of the endophyte infected fescue diet on the response variable means and (2)
the standard error of the effect of the endophyte infected fescue diet (i.e., the standard deviation of
the difference in response variable means).
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Chapter 2
Background
Including covariate information when estimating differences among true population means
is foundational to data analysis. When planning an analysis, we can use covariate information
before treatment assignment (“pre-experimental”), usually as some type of blocking experiment
design with the blocks included in the analysis of variance (ANOVA), or after treatment assignment
(“post-experimental” or “post-hoc”), usually as some type of analysis of covariance (ANCOVA).
The former case allows the number of observations within each covariate category, or block, to
be numerically balanced. In the latter case, as treatment levels contain varying proportions of
treated units across covariate categories, the number of observations within each category can be
unbalanced. In both cases, when we block or stratify on a single covariate in a linear model (i.e.,
linear covariate adjustment), we are effectively accounting for variation in the measured response
that can be (directly) explained by the given covariate.
Often more than one covariate is available for inclusion in a linear model, but including
too many covariates can leave fewer degrees of freedom and can insinuate false connections between
covariates and a measured response. Additionally, using too many covariates increases our observa-
tions’ “sparsity” relative to the range of possible covariate combinations. Researchers thus aim to
use a minimal list of the covariates they believe most strongly explain variation in their measured
response. (Direct) linear adjustment of more than one covariate leads to the researcher models, so
for our potential models, matching methods provide alternate (indirect) ways to include multiple
covariates in a linear model.
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2.1 Researcher approach: Covariate adjustment
Mimicking the researchers, we ignore the original blocks and also ignore the effect of an
infected seed diet in the second trimester and its interaction with an infected seed diet in the third
trimester. The result is a completely unadjusted linear model. Then, we add lamb number, genotype,
and initial BCS to the linear model as post-hoc covariates. Note that lamb number and genotype
were determined by the researcher, bypassing a much larger question of variable selection.
Recall that lamb number is the number of fetuses each ewe gestates. To add each ewe’s
lamb number to the linear model, lamb number is a discrete integer covariate with three levels.
Researchers know that lamb number is very strongly related to the considered response variables.
In the sheep study, lamb number is a post-hoc covariate because it is not fully detectable in early
sheep pregnancy and so is unavailable until after treatment assignment. Note, however, that lamb
number should be unrelated to (is independent of) the assigned treatment through the randomized
treatment assignment mechanism Although we cannot numerically balance lamb number across
treatment levels, its value is fixed before treatment, so an ewe’s lamb number is unlikely to be
influenced by the actual treatment (or so the researchers believe).
Recall that genotype refers to the value of a genetic marker that has been found in recent
livestock literature to be associated with resistance to the detrimental effects of endophyte infected
fescue. To add each ewe’s genotype to the linear model, genotype is a nominal covariate with three
levels. Researchers believe that ewes of different genotypes should respond differently to the fescue
toxicity during in fetal development. In the sheep study, genotype is a post-hoc covariate because
physical constraints prevented the researchers from genotyping the ewes in advance of treatment
assignment. Although the explicit study goal was to investigate and quantify the effects of fescue
toxicity on sheep fetal development, the researchers were at least as interested, implicitly, in identi-
fying covariate markers that indicate sheep more suited to resist fescue toxicity. That is, researchers
included genotype in their linear model to investigate which genotype, if any, breeds more success-
fully in the presence of toxic fescue and because, in sheep science, there should be a definite genotype
effect on sheeps’ fetal development in the presence of endophyte infested fescue.
Recall that BCS is a livestock measurement in which healthier ewes tend to score more
highly (i.e., higher values correspond to sheep more likely to have a healthy pregnancy) and that
each ewe’s initial BCS was the covariate indirectly used to create the experiment’s original analysis of
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variance blocks. To add each ewe’s initial BCS to the linear model, initial BCS is an integer covariate
with levels from one to four. We choose to investigate this covariate, although the researchers did
not include it in their final model, because the researchers initially believed to be related to most of
the response variables. Further, if BCS was not actually related to the response variables, it may
more generally represent a cost associated with adjustment by a falsely significant factor.
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2.2 Potential approach: Matching
We want to create “better” blocks of experimental units by using matching methods as an
alternate way to include information from multiple covariates in a linear model. Generally, match-
ing methods were designed to correct (observational studies’) response bias by creating groups of
experimental units with similar covariate distributions. The idea of matching, however, is extremely
useful beyond response bias correction; matching can also improve estimates’ precision. As improv-
ing estimates’ precision is a main use of blocks in experiments, using matching to “create” groups
has potential in a study design.
Although a single experimental unit cannot simultaneously both receive and not receive any
given treatment, it is possible for a researcher to have experimental units receiving a treatment which
are believed to be comparable to experimental units not receiving the treatment. The most basic
expression of comparable experimental units is pairwise matching, or when a single experimental
unit is paired with a single “twin,” one receiving a certain treatment and the other not receiving
it. Pairwise matching can be extended both to multiple treatment levels and to multiple “twins”
for each treated experimental unit. There remains, of course, complex questions of how many and
which such matches are permissible and of how to select among several potential matches for an
individual experimental unit.
In [16], matching methods are determined by specifying combinations of distance, structure,
and algorithm, where distance characterizes the distributional difference between matched popula-
tions, structure characterizes the allowable matches, and algorithm characterizes specific rules for
matching. Common types of algorithms are greedy matching, which includes the use of nearest
neighbor, expectation maximization, and genetic matching procedures, and optimized matching
[26]. Optimized matching typically uses network flow algorithms to estimate a “best” (optimized)
matching assignment, or an assignment that minimizes the total distance between experimental
units across all groups. Common structures are intuitive integer generalizations of one-to-one, or
pairwise, matching and may be done with or without allowing replacement of already-assigned ob-
servations [31]. The popular default for the optimized algorithm is special structure known as full
matching, when the assignment algorithm determines the best ratio of treated to control observa-
tions made within each match [?]. Finally, common distances generally make two choices, whether
to seek matches only for finite moments or for full distributional information and whether to con-
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sider marginal or joint covariate information when matching using multiple covariates [31]. Potential
distances are generated by a estimated propensity score and by a Gaussian kernel.
Historically, many matching methods were designed to reduce observational study bias via
an estimate of a sampled population’s propensity score. The propensity score, or the respective
(conditional) probability of each experimental unit being assigned to a treatment level (assuming
covariate values are known) is a distance that can be used for matching. Propensity score theory was
developed by Rubin [43] and Rosenbaum [41]. The propensity score is also a summary of covariate
information that can be included in general adjustment methods [17, 26], and it can be considered
a “balancing score” because it creates covariate subsets that are equally distributed across treated
and untreated populations [42]. In practice, propensity scores are employed in four main approaches
of weighting, stratifying, matching, and adjusting [26]. The authors of [17, 26] catalogue propensity
score use, which is often seen in medical research [45] and in social sciences [33].
Most recently, kernel-based matching approaches, or matching methods with kernel dis-
tances, have been developed. Reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) are widely used in practice,
and a kernel function can capture a covariate’s full distributional information while simultaneously
acknowledging the relationship between multiple covariates [14, 40]. Kernel-based matching methods
have been developed in the literature [18, 21, 35, 48], but they have received significantly less atten-
tion in practice. Kallus [30, 31] studied the intersection of optimization and statistics and showed
that many popular matching algorithms seek to minimize (optimize) an implicit definition of covari-
ate imbalance; this also works in reverse, leading to more useful definitions, or metrics, of imbalance.
As an example, Kallus [6] demonstrates that forming subgroups via simultaneous optimization of
multiple covariates’ observed moments can be more useful than matching on a single covariate. This
last observation suggests that future experiments should be blocked not on a single covariate or
on a small covariate subset but on all available covariate information, both pre-experimental and
post-hoc.
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Chapter 3
Methods
We analyze the sheep dataset in a sequence of three main approaches, the protocol, re-
searcher, and potential model structures, as explained in the introduction. Each approach gener-
ates several linear models using the original researcher blocks and the covariates of lamb number,
genotype, and initial BCS in different ways. In this section, we develop notation for the protocol,
researcher, and potential model structures (with additional details in Appendix A). We also explain
the intention of each model, for which Appendix E provides a summary. Finally, we discuss the
creation of datasets simulated from the original sheep dataset.
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3.1 Models
The protocol approach generates a linear model specified in advance by the experiment’s
protocol. It consists of the experiment’s two binary treatment factors, the presence or absence
of endophyte infested fescue seed in ewes’ second and third pregnancy trimesters; the interaction
between these two binary treatment factors; and the experiment’s blocks which were originally used
to assign treatments. The researchers planned the experiment using this model but discarded this
model upon consideration of their observed results.
The researcher approach generates several linear models from post-hoc covariate adjustment
on lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS. From the available researcher models, we highlight the
completely unadjusted model, which uses only the binary third trimester treatment indicator, and
the final researcher model, which combines the binary third trimester treatment with the two post-
hoc covariates of lamb number and genotype. The researchers formally analyzed their experiment
under the final researcher model.
The potential approach generates linear models by combining the binary third trimester
treatment with different ways of grouping a dataset’s experimental units. From the available poten-
tial models, we highlight those created by three matching methods, three variations of a propensity-
score based method and one kernel-based method. We analyzed the experiment under these models
to investigate their potential to improve the estimate of the third trimester effect.
In each linear model, the error term ε represents experimental error, or variation in the
response that the model does not explain. As each model is linear in its unknown coefficients, each
assumes that this unexplained error is additive relative to other included treatment and covariate
indicators. That is, each model assumes that the unexplained error not a function of other model
terms. Further, traditional blocked ANOVA procedures, as in the protocol approach, carry the
implicit assumption that the treatments and the blocks created for treatment assignment do not
interact.
Note especially that from the protocol model, ignoring the experiment’s original blocks
combines the response variation associated with the blocks with the protocol model’s error term.
Ignoring the second trimester effect and its interaction with the third trimester also combines the
response variation associated with those terms with the protocol model’s error term. The end
result is a completely unadjusted model whose error term encompasses all response variation not
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associated with the third trimester effect. Similarly, any added post-hoc covariates removes the
response variation associated with those terms from the completely unadjusted model’s error term.
Over the three approaches, we develop notation for total of 22 linear models, name each
model, and describe each model’s intent; a summary of the last is available in Appendix E.
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3.1.1 Protocol model
The protocol approach uses a linear model based on a two by two factorial treatment design
and a randomized complete block experiment design. The corresponding protocol model is
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + βt2zi,t2 + βintzi,int +BLKi + εi. (3.1)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n = 32. Here, the ith observation represents one ewe, with a total of 32 observed
ewes, and BLKi is a series of indicator variables (see Appendix A) representing the “block effect,”
or the effect of the block to which the ith ewe is assigned. Further, the constant β0 is a “baseline”
mean of the measured response, or a mean defined without considering other possible sources of the
variation in the measured response.
The terms zi,t2 and zi,t3 are binary indicator variables for the second and third trimesters
of each ewe’s pregnancy, respectively. That is, zi,t2 = 1 if the ewe ate a diet of endophyte infected
fescue in its second trimester and zi,t2 = 0 if not; similarly, zi,t3 = 1 if the ewe ate the infected diet
in its third trimester and zi,t3 = 0 if not. Thus, the coefficients βt2 and βt3 respectively represent the
change in the mean of the measured response from including binary indicator variables zi,t2 and zi,t3.
Based on these definitions of zi,t2 and zi,t3, the coefficients βt2 and βt3 can be considered the effects
of an endophyte infected fescue diet in the second and third trimesters, respectively, and we call
these the “second trimester” and “third trimester” effects. Further, the coefficient βint represents
the change in the mean of the measured response yi for a one unit change in the product of zi,t2
and zi,t3, or zi,int = (zi,t2 · zi,t3). Thus, the coefficient βint can be considered the interaction of an
infected diet across both trimesters, or the change in the severity of an overall diet effect from the
second to the third trimester; we call this the “interaction effect.”
Equation (3.1) models a two factor factorial treatment design in a randomized complete
block experiment design. This was the analysis specified by the initial study protocol, which in-
vestigated the relative effect of two binary factors and their mutual interaction on the means of
several measured responses. The protocol model intended to use blocks to increase precision when
estimating differences in the means of the measured response(s).
For the hypothesis tests associated with the ANOVA for the protocol model, the researchers
suspected rejecting the null hypothesis for the second trimester effect (H0 : βt2 = 0), for the
third trimester effect (H0 : βt3 = 0), and for the interaction effect between the two trimeters
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(H0 : βint = 0). In each case, the associated F-tests are represented by the “partial” (Type III)
ANOVA sums of squares, or the additional contribution of each source of variation, assuming all the
other sources are included. The “block effect” is estimated but not formally tested.
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3.1.2 Researcher models
The researcher approach first ignores the effect of the experiment’s original blocks from the
randomized complete block design, and then ignores the second trimester effect and its interaction
to create an unadjusted model. The researchers choose this avenue based on the ANOVA results
from the protocol estimated on the original sheep dataset.
First, although the original blocks are presupposed to have an effect on the means of the
measured response(s), this is not necessarily a correct assumption. If incorrect, then using the
original blocks can actually decrease the overall precision of estimated differences in the measures
response means by reducing the degrees of freedom available for estimating error. A small (partial
ANOVA) F statistic for the blocking factor suggests that blocking factor may not be important;
because of this, the researchers ignored the originally created blocks. Ignoring the block effect, the
corresponding reduced model (compared to Equation (3.1)) becomes the noblock model,
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + βt2zi,t2 + βintzi,int + εi (3.2)
Second, the researcher was initially interested in investigating which trimester (if either)
produced stronger evidence of infected fescue’s detriments to fetal development. Again, small (par-
tial ANOVA) F statistics for the second trimester effect and for the interaction effect suggests that
only in the third trimester does fescue have a significant effect on the measured response(s). Simul-
taneously ignoring the second trimester and interaction effects, the corresponding model becomes
the completely unadjusted model (t3only),
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + εi. (3.3)
Note that the researchers also considered a model with no interaction effect (noint)
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + βt3zi,t2 +BLKi + εi (3.4)
and a model with neither block nor interaction effects (t3 + t2),
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + βt2zi,t2 + εi. (3.5)
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Observe that the error term in Equation (3.2) combines the error term from Equation (3.1)
with the BLKsub term from Equation (3.2). Similarly, from Equation (3.2) to Equation (3.3),
the terms βt2zi,t2 + βintzi,int combine with the error term from Equation (3.1). Considering Equa-
tion (3.2) nested within Equation (3.1) and Equation (3.3) nested within Equation (3.2), we also note
that decreasing the number of estimated quantities (our β’s), naturally increases the information
available to estimate our remaining quantities.
Even more notably, observe that by ignoring the original blocks, the resulting dataset is
structurally indistinguishable from that of a two-factor analysis of variance with interaction for
which blocks were never made; a difference remains in the treatment assignment mechanism of this
situation. Even though the blocks are ignored in Equation (3.2) , they were not ignored when
assigning treatment levels (treatments); indeed, by design, treatments were assign at random to
experimental units only within their pre-determined blocks.
Similarly, observe that Equation (3.3) is structurally identical to one-way fixed analysis of
variance with neither interaction nor block effects, as though the initial design had been a completely
randomized design (CRD) with a single binary treatment. Again, the actual treatment assignments
did consider the trimester and interaction factors.
Third, the researcher approach uses linear covariate adjustment to include three covari-
ates as potential predictors. As lamb number is xi,lmno ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the coefficient βlmno in the
shorthand βlmnoxi,lmno can be considered a “lamb number effect.” Similarly, as genotype xi,geno ∈
{AA,AG,GG}, the coefficient βgeno in the shorthand βgenoxi,geno can be considered a “genotype
effect,” and as initial BCS is xi,ibcs ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the coefficient βibcs in the shorthand βibcsxi,ibcs
can be considered a “initial BCS effect.” (See Appendix A for details.) Using lamb number and
genotype, the final researcher model (lgcov) is
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + βlmnoxi,lmno + βgenoxi,geno + εi, (3.6)
and the model including all three covariates of lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS (allcov) is
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + βlmnoxi,lmno + βgenoxi,geno + βibcsxi,ibcs + εi. (3.7)
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Note that one could also consider models using only lamb number (lcov),
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + βlmnoxi,lmno + εi, (3.8)
using only genotype (gcov),
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + βgenoxi,geno + εi, (3.9)
using only initial BCS (bcov),
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + βibcsxi,ibcs + εi, (3.10)
using only lamb number and initial BCS (lbcov),
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + βlmnoxi,lmno + βibcsxi,ibcs + εi, (3.11)
or using only genotype and initial BCS (gbcov),
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + βgenoxi,geno + βibcsxi,ibcs + εi, (3.12)
The researcher models of most interest are the completely unadjusted model, Equation (3.3); the
researcher final model, Equation (3.6), or the model the researchers ultimately chose; and Equa-
tion (3.7), the model containing all three post-hoc covariates.
Also note that although the post-hoc covariates of lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS
are discrete (as in Appendix A), we follow the researcher practice of including them as continuous
covariates in the linear models. To achieve this, the researchers ranked the nominal genotype levels,
ordering the three genotypes from least to most resilient to the effects of infected fescue on sheep
fetal development. Although this difference exaggerates the significance of the (partial) significance
of each of these covariates (see Table 16), it does not change the overall result of the (researchers’
final) analysis; a full discussion is contained in Appendix E.
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3.1.3 Potential model(s)
Finally, the potential approach uses matching methods to group the observed experimental
units in different ways but still using information from the lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS
of each ewe. The result of each the matching method is then modeled as
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 +GRPi(·) + εi
where, similarly to the previous term BLKi, the term GRPi(·) is a series of indicator variables
(see Appendix A) representing the “group effect,” or the effect of the group to which the ith ewe
is assigned. Recall that “blocks” refers solely to the researchers’ originally created groups while
the more general “groups” refers to any other way of grouping the ewes. Here, the ten potential
models each has a different group effect GRPi(A), . . . , GRPi(J) and each may also produce different
numbers of groups for different datasets. Thus, the error term in the potential approach models
represents response variation not explained by the linear model, but the groups may be made using
the full joint covariate distribution. That is, the error term for some groups may not include all
possible covariate interaction effects, as some of these interactions may be captured in the group
information.
We evaluate the results of various ways of making new groups and highlight those generated
by four matching methods. The matching methods were chosen to heuristically represent two types of
matching methods. The first two, matching on propensity score (PS) distance with a greedy nearest
neighbor algorithm, represent an introductory matching method, such as might be common from a
first use of propensity scores. The third, matching on Gaussian kernel distance with an optimized
assignment algorithm, represents a more complex category of the many available matching methods;
our kernel-based might be employed by those with a strong understanding of matching theory who
are still resource-bound to pre-written software packages.
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3.1.3.1 Propensity score models
The first highlighted potential model (psmatchH),
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 +GRPi(H) + εi, (3.13)
uses matching on a propensity score distance with a greedy nearest neighbor algorithm. The second
highlighted potential model (psstratG),
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 +GRPi(G) + εi, (3.14)
differs from the first only in that after matching, it attempts to create five subgroups from the result.
Recall that a propensity score is the probability that an experimental unit receives treat-
ment, assuming that the experimental unit has fixed covariate values. In a randomized experiment,
propensity scores are known probabilities, but after a binary treatment is assigned, propensity scores
can be estimated as in an observational study. Although the literature suggests many refinements
of propensity score procedures, popular practice does not eschew the most basic propensity score
procedures [26].
We thus naively estimate the propensity score via logistic regression of observed treatments
on all available covariates [26]. That is, the propensity score of each ewe is estimated by logistic
regression of the of the third trimester indicator zi,t3 on the sum of the three covariates of lamb
number, genotype, and initial BCS. Note that limiting treatments to a single binary factor, the third
trimester effect, allow propensity score estimation.
As a summary of covariate information, the propensity score can be included in general
adjustment methods in multiple ways ([17, 26]). In two variations, we use a greedy nearest neighbor
algorithm ([25]) to first attempt attempt pairwise matches. This has a natural interpretation in
a sheep experiment. Second, we attempt to condense the matches into five subgroups, similar
to methods that are sometimes popular ([9, 26]). Recall that a greedy algorithm creates matches
without regard to matches already made ([17]). In the specific algorithm executed, the ewes are split
into treated and untreated lists and sorted, smallest to largest, on their propensity score. Without
restrictions on maximum allowable disparity between the propensity scores of grouped units (the
package default), this approximates a pairwise matching.
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That is, the treated ewe with the smallest propensity score is matched to the untreated ewe
with the smallest propensity score. The randomized design of the original experiment implies that
all of our observed experimental units are useful for estimating the third trimester effect. As such,
note that although all unmatched observations are discarded, per the algorithm default, matching is
executed without replacement to maximize the number of matched ewes. If there are tied potential
matches, Holmes ([26]) indicates that these should be broken randomly ;this is important, as ties
will be prevalent in the simulated datasets.
These two matching methods are executed with the ‘MatchIt’ package in R [24, 25]. The
package input parameters were specified based on works [1, 10, 16, 29, 45, 47]; also, texts [17] and
[26].
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3.1.3.2 Kernel-based model
The third highlighted potential model (kernmatchJ),
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 +GRPi(J) + εi, (3.15)
uses on a kernel distance with an optimized assignment algorithm.
Recall that a kernel function measure distances between each pairwise combination of treated
and untreated experimental units. Literature shows that forming subgroups via simultaneous op-
timization of multiple covariates’ observed moments can sometimes be more useful than matching
on a single covariate, which Kallus demonstrates in [6]. We thus estimate Gaussian kernel distances
[30], [31] between every pairwise combination of ewes that did and did eat the infected diet in the
third trimester.
As kernel functions exist on continuous spaces, we must represent lamb number, genotype,
and initial BCS are continuous covariates, as the researchers chose in the researcher approach. Before
calculating the pairwise kernel distances, we first standardize the observed covariates [30]. To set
the Gaussian kernel bandwidth, we use a plug-in estimator; then, we calculate the pairwise kernel
values between each treated and untreated ewes [22].
Recall that an optimized matching minimizes the overall distance between the units across
all groups, typically by using a network flow algorithm [26]. Recall also that this specific optimized
assignment algorithm [20] will create a full match, or a set of groups that optimizes the ratio of
treated and untreated units within each group. Again, under the randomized treatment assignment
mechanism of the original experiment, we should match every experimental unit, if possible. Optimal
matching can use every ewe. This specific matching method does so since several untreated units
may be matched to one treated unit and vice versa in full matching; full matching also explains how
ties should generally be treated. Optimized matching is executed with the ‘optmatch’ package in R
[19].
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3.1.4 Other models
There are seven (7) more models to define from the potential approach. Using the eight
blocks originally assigned by the experiment as groups, (blocksA) produces the model
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 +GRPi(A) + εi. (3.16)
Using no groups (nogroupB), where the estimates of mean responses are identical to those from
Equation (3.3), produces the model
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 +GRPi(B) + εi. (3.17)
Using five groups created from stratifying on the continuous version of lamb number (lmnostratC)
produces the model
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 +GRPi(C) + εi. (3.18)
Using five groups created from stratifying on the continuous version of genotype (genostratD)
produces the model
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 +GRPi(D) + εi. (3.19)
Using five groups created from stratifying on the continuous version of initial BCS (ibcsstratE)
produces the model
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 +GRPi(E) + εi. (3.20)
Randomly assigning each experimental unit to one of five groups (randstratF) similar to the creation
of the simulated datasets, produces the model
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 +GRPi(F ) + εi. (3.21)
Finally, using groups based on optimal matching of experimental units using a propensity score
distance (psoptmatchI) produces the model
yi = β0 + βt3zi,t3 +GRPi(I) + εi. (3.22)
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3.2 Datasets
We have two types of datasets, the original dataset from the sheep researcher and simulated
datasets (nsims=500). We use the original sheep dataset to recreate the researcher’s analysis and
to consider how we might use post-hoc covariate information beyond adding the covariates directly
to a linear covariate adjustment. From the original sheep dataset, we simulate other sheep datasets,
as though the researchers repeated their experiment many times.
If the researchers repeated experiment many times, each repetition’s ewes will have the same
covariate-response relationships and the same relationships between covariates at the population
level. Also, each repetition’s ewes would be impregnated in blocks created as a function of their initial
BCS, so the planned randomization of treatment assignment in complete blocks would continually be
challenged. In the actual experiment, the researchers believed that the end result of the complicated
ewe impregnation scheme and the possible redistribution of ewes to other blocks different from their
impregnation group resulted in an approximation of randomly assigning treatments within blocks.
The simulated datasets thus represent multiple potential “realizations” of how the actual
experiment’s results, so we can analyze each new dataset using the same three analysis approaches
established above. We estimate every model on every dataset. Our specific interest is in the perfor-
mance of these models, relative to one another, to estimate the third trimester effect.
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3.2.1 Original dataset
After gestation, several weights recorded on each pregnant ewe measured fetal development;
these were the researchers’ response variables. After dropping five ewes and changing the block
assignment of four from their initial impregnation group, the original dataset had the same structure
as a randomized complete block design (RCBD) in which (nobs=32) were sorted into groups of size
four (nblocks=8). Each ewes was approximately randomly assigned to one of four treatments within
each block, resulting in an experiment with a randomized complete block design. The four treatment
levels resulted from the experiment’s two binary factors, the presence or absence of endophyte
infested fescue seed in each ewes’ second and third pregnancy trimesters. Additional covariate
information of lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS was also recorded on each ewe.
Again, recall the following information about the covariates chosen by the researchers. First,
lamb number is the number of fetuses each ewe gestates. To add each ewe’s lamb number to the
linear model, lamb number is a discrete integer covariate with three levels. In the sheep study,
lamb number is a post-hoc covariate because it is not fully detectable in early sheep pregnancy
and so is unavailable until after treatment assignment. Second, genotype refers to the value of a
genetic marker that has been found in recent livestock literature to be associated with resistance
to the detrimental effects of endophyte infected fescue. To add each ewe’s genotype to the linear
model, genotype is a nominal covariate with three levels. In the sheep study, genotype is a post-hoc
covariate because physical constraints prevented the researchers from genotyping the ewes in advance
of treatment assignment. Third, BCS is a livestock measurement in which healthier ewes tend to
score more highly (i.e., higher values correspond to sheep more likely to have a healthy pregnancy).
To add each ewe’s initial BCS to the linear model, initial BCS is an integer covariate with levels
from one to four.
Finally, recall that although lamb number is an integer, genotype is nominal , and initial
BCS is an integer, the researchers chose to approximate these three covariates with continuous
versions. Otherwise, they would be included as a series of indicator variables, as in Appendix A.
Unlike the covariates’ effects, discrete block group effects are represented as a series of indicator
variables, as established above.
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3.2.2 Simulated datasets
The sheep experiment ended with a design structure of 32 observations initially arranged
in eight (8) blocks, each with four (4) observations. The initial sheep dataset is, however, merely
one dataset, and as a single sample provides only a snapshot of a more general sheep population.
We use the initial sheep dataset to simulate some other sheep datasets, as though the researchers
had been able to repeat their experiment many times. The overall simulation approach is bootstrap
resampling of the original sheep dataset. Each new dataset has 32 observations to mimic the initial
sample, and this process is repeated several times (nsims=500).
If the researchers repeated experiment many times, each repetition’s ewes will have the same
covariate-response relationships and the same relationships between covariates at the population
level. In basic bootstrap resampling, each observation from the initial sample has equal probability
of being re-drawn, with replacement, as an experimental unit in the new dataset. This imitates
choosing a new sheep of the same “type,” or joint covariate distribution with similar covariate
relationships to the measured response, but in different proportion to the protocol sample (as a
subsequent sample could be). That is, we want to express the idea of preserving the relationships
between the response and covariate and between covariates on a population level.
In the actual experiment, the researchers believed that the end result of the complicated
scheme of ewe impregnation and the possible redistribution of ewes to other blocks different from
their impregnation group resulted in an approximate of randomly assigning treatments to blocks.
After resampling, eight (blocks) are completely randomly assigned to reflect complications in execu-
tion of the experiment that generated the initial dataset. In each simulated dataset, we use random
permutation of the sequence {1, 2, . . . , 8}, repeated four (4) times to simulate the complicated im-
pregnation process. The result is that in each new dataset, the originally assigned treatments remain
with each ewe but the blocks are reassigned.
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Chapter 4
Results
To quantify detriments to fetal development in sheep, the sheep researchers recorded weights
of a variety of reproductive organs. The response variables we consider are these weights. The
analyses were conducted for every response variable. However, each ewe’s total uterine weight was
used as the main illustration of the results.
We give the results in two sections. First, using the original sheep dataset, we show three
ANOVA tables for the ewe’s uterine weight, based on models from from the protocol or researcher
approaches. Appendix B provides these three tables using the original sheep dataset for every
response variable. Second, for both the original sheep dataset and for every simulated dataset,
we estimate the third trimester effect, or difference in means for the ewes with and without the
infected third trimester diet. Boxplots summarize the estimated third trimester effect for every
model across all available datasets (ndatasets=501). Appendix C provides the boxplots for every
response variable. For quick reference, the names of the models are summarized in Appendix D.
Each boxplot shows the observed distribution of the estimated difference in means for the
third trimester indicator Zt3, or the estimated third trimester effect, along with the observed stan-
dard error of every estimate, or the standard deviation of the difference in means. Estimates and
their standard errors are recorded for every model and on every simulated dataset in additional the
original sheep dataset. Boxplots label each model type along the horizontal axis, and each figure
shows the results for a difference response variable. In each figure, the bottom shows the estimate
of difference in means (EST) while the top shows standard error of the difference in means (SE) for
each response.
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The boxplots thus compare the observed distributions of the estimate and its standard error
between models within each response. Within every response, we overwhelmingly observe that the
models’ behavior relative to one another is very similar for these measures of sheep fetal development.
Through the results, we use ewes’ uterine weight (“yUteWtg”) as an illustrative example. Uterine
weight displays similarities and differences that are consistent across the other response variables.
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4.1 Case study results
The methods section highlighted several models from the researcher approach, among which
were the originally specified model, Equation (3.1), initially specified by the researchers experimental
design; the completely unadjusted model, Equation (3.3), considered by the researchers after seeing
the ANOVA results for the originally specified model; and the three covariate model, Equation (3.7),
containing the covariates of lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS, which the researchers examined
before adopting the final researcher model. Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, reproduced from Appendix
B, provide the partial (Type III) ANOVA results Equations (3.1), (3.3), and (3.7), respectively,
estimated on the original sheep dataset for the ewe’s average uterine weight (“yUteWtg”). Note
again that uterine weight is used as an illustrative example, as each of the responses show the same
model trends for the original sheep dataset. Appendix B provides these three table for every response
variable.
Table 4.1: ANOVA table for uterine weight from Equation (3.1)
yUteWtg: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 980652 980652 4.15 0.0544
block 7 1106896 158128 0.67 0.6953
tri3=toxicc 1 184030 184030 0.78 0.3873
tri3*tri2 1 67912 67912 0.29 0.5974
residuals 21 4958680 236128 NA NA
Table 4.2: ANOVA table for uterine weight from Equation (3.3)
yUteWtg: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 980652 980652 4.66 0.0391
residuals 30 6317518 210584 NA NA
Table 4.3: ANOVA table for uterine weight from Equation (3.7)
yUteWtg: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 1187805 1187805 10.90 0.0027
lamb num 1 3078709 3078709 28.24 0.0000
genotype 1 12419 12419 0.11 0.7383
initial BCS 1 2984 2984 0.03 0.8698
residuals 27 2943285 109011 NA NA
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Table 4.1 provides the results the researchers observed when using the originally specified
model, Equation (3.1). From these results, they decided to omit the original block effect and the
second trimester and interaction effects. The result was the completely unadjusted model, Equa-
tion (3.3), provided in Table 4.2. In Table 4.2, the researchers observed that moving from the
originally specified model, Equation (3.1), to the completely unadjusted model, Equation (3.3),
increases the “significance” of the third trimester effect. This does not consider whether the signifi-
cance is better characterized by a more precise third trimester effect, which reduces the “noise” by
ignoring terms from Equation (3.1), or whether the significance increase is better characterized by
the adjusted difference degrees of freedom use in the p-value calculations.
That is, the researcher decision to ignore all but the third trimester effect is an implicit form
of model building or variable selection, one often encountered in small sample livestock experiments.
In this method, the researchers actually performed an informal preliminary test for ANOVA error
pooling. Note that in such a situation, exact adjustments to the overall Type I error rate are
described in literature concerning preliminary tests. Although formal preliminary tests for ANOVA
error pooling are a diversion from the objective of evaluating the potential approach, we mention
this connection in passing as it later becomes part of our final recommendation.
Returning to our discussion of Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, consider moving from Table 4.2 to
Table 4.3. Recall that from the completely unadjusted model, Equation (3.3), the researchers wanted
to use covariate information available for each ewe. From Table 4.2 to Table 4.3, adding covariates
to the completely unadjusted model, increases the “significance” of the third trimester effect. Use of
lamb number is highly significant, as expected, in predicting weights of ewes’ reproductive organs.
Of lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS, lamb number is by far the most important when each
covariate is considered separately.
In their final researcher model, Equation (3.6), the researchers further chose to use genotype
because suggestions from their literature indicate that there should be a genotype effect. Observe
that genotype is a very “insignificant” as a post-hoc covariate. This could be due to the fact that
genotype is numerically unbalanced across the third trimester treatments, or it could be due to the
fact that that genotype is highly correlated with the other covariates.
Based on Table 4.3, the researchers did not include initial BCS, in their final researcher
model, Equation (3.6). Rather, Table 4.3 confirmed for the researchers their previous decision to
ignore the block effect in the originally specified model. As Initial BCS was the covariate on which
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their blocks were based, the researchers were not surprised that it was not “significant,” as they had
already determined the block effect to be “not significant.”
Overall, this sequence of three tables, Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, explains the researcher’s
perspective. The sequence catalogues the change in the third trimester effect and its “significance”
as the researchers moved between covariate adjusted linear models. It also brings attention to the
“problem” of the genotype effect, a real-life effect not at all detected in the original sheep dataset.
Since there should be a genotype effect based on livestock science, perhaps the potential approach
can offer an alternate way of including the genotype information.
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4.2 Simulation results
Recall that Appendix C provides boxplots for every response variable and that Appendix
D provides summaries of all models. Each boxplot figure compares model performance across all
available datasets for a different response variable, with models along the horizontal axis. Model
performance is reported as each dataset’s third trimester effect (bottom, denoted “EST”) and its
corresponding standard error, or the difference in means and the standard deviation of the difference
in means (top, denoted “SE”). Boxplots thus show the observed distribution of EST and SE. The
boxplots for EST show connected means for each model within each response.
As with the tables from the original sheep dataset, uterine weight (“yUteWtg”) is used
as an illustrative example, as the same model trends persist across response variables. Figure 4.1
reproduces the boxplots for uterine weight from Appendix C; Figures 4.2 and 4.3 merely magnify
parts of Figure 4.1. These figures reveal trends between specific models and between the protocol,
researcher, and potential approaches.
Figure 4.1: Boxplots for uterine weight
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Figure 4.2: Boxplots for uterine weight, researcher approach
Figure 4.3: Boxplots for uterine weight, potential approach
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From the protocol model, Equation (3.1), to the completely unadjusted model, Equa-
tion (3.3), the estimate remains the same. The boxplots suggest that the protocol model, Equa-
tion (3.1), is preferred over ignoring both the blocks and the second factor, the presence or absence
of infected fescue in the second trimester. This is because the standard error of the completely
unadjusted model, Equation (3.3), has a higher mean with wider range from a higher maximum and
similar minimums. From the final researcher model, Equation (3.6), to the researcher unadjusted
model, the estimate has the same mean but a narrower range from both a lower maximum and a
higher minimum, i.e., both closer to the mean. The standard error of the final researcher model,
Equation (3.6), has a notably lower mean and a wider range with a distinctly higher maximum.
The boxplots suggest that the final researcher model, Equation (3.6), is an improvement over the
completely unadjusted model, Equation (3.3).
From the final researcher model, Equation (3.6), to the three covariate model, Equa-
tion (3.7), the estimate has the same mean but a narrower range from both a lower maximum
and a higher minimum, i.e., both closer to the mean. The standard error of the three covariate
model, Equation (3.7), has a higher mean and a wider range with a distinctly higher maximum and
lower minimum, i.e., both are further from the mean. There is also a pronounced upper outlier in
the three covariate model. The boxplots suggest that further including the initial BCS, a covariate
that may not be strongly related to the response, in the linear model is not recommended.
From the lamb number only to the final researcher model, Equation (3.6), shows a similar
inefficiency. However, livestock literature indicates that genotype is useful in predicting the effects
of endophyte infested fescue on fetal development. We thus want to compare the final researcher
model, Equation (3.6), to models using the groups from matching methods.
Of the highlighted matching methods from the potential approach models, recall that we
have Equation (3.14), made with a greedy nearest neighbor algorithm and then attempts to make five
subgroups of the matches; Equation (3.13), made with the same greedy nearest neighbor algorithm
but does not attempt to make five subgroups of the matches; and Equation (3.15), made with
an optimal assignment algorithm using a Gaussian kernel distance distance. In this section, we
additionally highlight a fourth model from the potential approach, Equation (3.22), which was made
with an optimal assignment algorithm using a propensity score distance; this last model shows
interesting results.
The nearest neighbor greedy matching methods, Equation (3.13) and Equation (3.22), have
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overall smaller standard error than the optimal methods, Equation (3.22) and Equation (3.15). This
is as expected, as the optimal methods match all the experimental units, while the greedy methods
discard ewes that cannot be matched. Because the greedy matching methods, Equation (3.13)
and Equation (3.22), can change the overall sample size of the experiment, they are not preferred.
Instead, the optimal assignment methods are preferred in this setting, despite their overall higher
standard error. That is, the gains in precision from the greedy methods to the optimal methods
are meager compared to the loss of experimental units. Loss of experimental units is an important
issue since experiments tend toward smaller sample sizes compared to the large observational studies
under which matching techniques are developed.
Consider that the greedy nearest neighbor matching and how it discards observations that
are not enough “overlap” in the covariate space. These matching methods target creation of two
treatment groups with the focus of reducing bias; they make the two treatment groups as similar as
possible in the covariate space. As only a finite amount of information is available in a dataset, these
methods achieve the bias reduction by allowing larger variance among the retained experimental
units. This is not always immediately relevant, as seen in the boxplots, as the overall variance
may decrease from reduced sample sizes. We see this in the greedy methods. They look like they
have better variance than the optimal methods but recall that the optimal methods preserve the
experiment’s original number of ewes. So all the matching methods have overall higher variance.
Among the four models using the groups from matching methods, Equations (3.14), (3.13),
(3.22), and (3.15), between the two optimal matching methods, we see the following. The optimal
matching with a kernel distance, Equation (3.15), has a distinctly biased estimate compared to opti-
mal matching with a propensity score distance, Equation (3.22). Further, within optimal matching,
the kernel distance method has an overall higher standard error compared to the propensity score
distance method. Note also that for the kernel distance function requires that covariates be contin-
uous. From the greedy methods, Equation (3.14) is biased for a number of the responses, and of the
optimal methods, Equation (3.15) is biased for almost all of the responses. The matching methods
assume there is response bias, so they correct for response bias. In an experimental setting, if we
assume that there is no response bias across treatment groups due to a randomization mechanism,
then matching methods may “overcorrect” or introduce bias in estimates of the mean response.
Because the kernel-based distance method presents a distinctly lower estimate, it is not
preferred among the optimal methods. Further, the kernel-based distance method has a larger (both
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higher and wider in range) standard error compared to the propensity scored distance method, so we
would prefer the propensity scored distance, in this situation, to the kernel distance. However, neither
show a standard error as small as the completely unadjusted model, Equation (3.3), Equation (3.17),
which is equivalent to.
Overall, the boxplot results show three patterns. First, moving from the originally specified
model Equation (3.1) to the completely unadjusted model, Equation (3.3), Equation (3.3), in the
first part of the researcher approach and implicitly considering the Equation (3.2), Equation (3.4),
and Equation (3.5) models as well, the estimate remains approximately the same, but the standard
error is higher and slightly wider, with the same minimum and a higher maximum. The suggests
that discarding all but the third trimester effect may not be an unreasonable approach.
Second, moving from the completely unadjusted model, Equation (3.3), Equation (3.3),
model to the final researcher model, Equation (3.6), in the second part of the researcher approach
and implicitly considering Equations (3.11), (3.10), and (3.12) as well, the estimate in means remains
the approximately same, but the standard errors have a distinctly lower center. Thus, it is primarily
lamb number that is improving the estimates’ precision. So models that include lamb number are
preferred.
We see that between the models with and without the initial BCS (from Equation (3.11) to
quation (3.8); from Equation (3.12) to Equation (3.9) , and from Equation (3.7) to Equation (3.6)),
the estimate maintains approximate the same center and presents only slightly higher and wider
standard errors. The suggests that direct linear covariate adjustment is not unreasonable in this
situation, so long as lamb number is included. Heuristically, the number of fetuses in a pregnant
ewe is the critical covariate in this situation, the most predictive of the ewe’s reproductive tissue
weights after gestation, but initial BCS does not appear to be predictive of uterine weight.
Third, direct covariate adjustment gives more precise estimates than any of the potential
approach models. Among the four matching methods of the potential approach, all have larger
standard errors compared to Equation (3.21), in which five groups are randomly assigned to each
ewe, and compared to Equation (3.16), adjustment only by each experiment’s original blocks. Many
matching methods, were initially developed to reduce the (response) bias in observational studies, so
they are not always useful in increasing estimation precision. As seen in the final researcher model,
Equation (3.6), even linear covariate adjustment using covariates insignificant in a partial ANOVA
test is preferred over the matching methods.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Discussion
Our case study began with an experiment that intended a randomized complete block design
and planned an analysis with two binary factors, their interaction, and the intended blocks. Following
the analysis of Clemson sheep researchers, we ignored all terms as predictors of detriments to fetal
development in sheep, save the effect of a toxic endophyte infested fescue seed diet in pregnant ewes.
We then used the post-hoc covariates of ewe’s lamb number and genotype to further adjust our
estimate for the remaining third trimester effect.
The boxplots based on simulated data show three overall results. The first is that removing
the “not signficant” terms from the protocol model results in a third trimester treatment effect whose
estimate is approximately unchanged but whose the standard error is higher and slightly wider, with
the same minimum and a higher maximum. The suggests that discarding all but the third trimester
effect may not be an unreasonable approach.
The second result is that adding covariates results a third trimester treatment effect whose
estimate is approximately the same but whose standard errors have a distinctly lower center. Thus,
it is primarily lamb number that is improving the estimates’ precision. So models that include
lamb number are preferred. We also see that between the models with and without the initial BCS
that the third trimester treatment effect whose estimates are again approximately unchanged but
whose standard errors are only slightly higher and wider. The suggests that direct linear covariate
adjustment is not unreasonable in this situation, so long as lamb number is included. Heuristically,
the number of fetuses in a pregnant ewe is the critical covariate in this situation, the most predictive
of the ewe’s reproductive tissue weights after gestation, but initial BCS does not appear to be
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predictive of uterine weight.
Third, direct covariate adjustment gives more precise estimates than any of the matching
methods of the potential approach. Among the four matching methods, all results have larger
standard errors. Many matching methods, were initially developed to reduce the (response) bias in
observational studies, so they are not always useful in increasing estimation precision. As seen in the
final researcher model, Equation (3.6), even linear covariate adjustment using covariates insignificant
in a partial ANOVA test is preferred over the matching methods.
Literature suggests that matching methods could be at least as useful in the creation of “bet-
ter” (more estimation precision) blocks than covariate adjustment by lamb number and genotype;
this is especially true of kernel-based matching methods ([32]). That is, a “better” matching method
for this particular situation is one that increases the precision of our estimate of the difference in
means contrast and minimizes our standard error of the difference in means. We also note also that
although researchers might prefer to maximize the magnitude of a difference in means contrast, this
alone is not a valid goal when comparing statistical methods.
Although such a “better” matching method may exist in theory, discovering and verifying
such a matching method requires extensive effort. Specifically, every matching method requires care-
ful compilation of distance, structure, and algorithm choices from a myriad available. At present,
matching methods that have been compared for datasets of varying characteristics is far from ex-
haustive.
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5.1 Discussion
In the case study of the original sheep dataset, sheep researchers wanted to ignore the blocks
originally created for their randomized complete block design. This is because they acknowledged
there were unforeseen physical challenges in the study execution that inarguably caused the ran-
domization of treatments to be different from the study protocol. The sheep researchers justified
ignoring their blocks because they believe the actual randomization was “close enough” to a com-
plete randomized design (i.e., although their planned treatment randomization failed, the believed
that it did not fail drastically). The researchers also observed the p-value of the of the “block effect”
as insignificant in the (partial) ANOVA tests and noted that removal of the “block effect” from the
ANOVA tests increased the significance of the p-value for the “third trimester effect,” or the ob-
served difference in means of the presence or absence of infected fescue in the sheep’s third trimester
diet. After exploring their results, the sheep researchers were highly interested in reporting the third
trimester effect, which was significant in their ANOVA tests.
As in the original sheep dataset, difficulties in study execution that disrupt execution of
randomized (complete) block designs are not uncommon in certain sciences. We offer two possible
solutions to researchers’ general desire of discarding blocks when planned randomization fails. The
first, matching, represents a multitude of alternative methods to create a new set of blocks, again
from a researcher-selected set of covariates. The second, post-hoc covariate adjustment, proceeds
after discarding the original blocks in favor of post-blocking on select covariates. In both cases, the
researchers discard their original blocks in favor of a new set of analysis groups, or groupings of the
observed experimental units on available covariate values.
As (linear) post-hoc covariate adjustment assumes randomized treatment assignment, in-
ference based on such models inference depends on researchers’ relative belief that the failed ran-
domization is acceptably close to the desired randomization. In absence of this belief, researchers
should ideally appeal to matching methods, which were developed under situations that deliberately
lack randomized treatment assignment (i.e., observational studies). Matching methods, however,
are myriad and extremely complex, each defined by careful selection of distance, structure, and
algorithm (d-s-a) combinations [16]. Because of the many choices, further development is necessary
to identifying definitive dataset characteristics to indicate which d-s-a combinations are most effi-
cient in certain data situations. Exploration of such factors, or dataset characteristics, is limited to
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simulated comparisons of limited matching methods, typically on datasets with certain fixed char-
acteristics [1, 23, 29], and Kallus [31] provides some early theory comparing matching methods that
may ultimately increase our understanding of which methods work best for various datasets.
Thus, although an efficient matching method will ultimately be discovered for small-size
science studies with failed block randomization of treatments, investigation of exact d-s-a selections
will be required until we can identify how to construct an ideal d-s-a combination for this type of
dataset. Our exploration of the original sheep dataset indicates that in readily executable matching
methods, precision in naive contrast estimation for linear models is not enough improved over well-
developed theory of preliminary testing combined with post-stratification to be worth the higher
resource cost (e.g. researchers’ time investment in analysis methods atypical for their science).
Until theory indicating the relative advantages of various matching methods in certain types of
datasets is better understood and until more matching methods are easily accessible, we recommend
post-stratification combined with preliminary testing. This acts as a formalized version of the sheep
researchers’ automatic removal of their original blocks (preliminary testing) followed by post-hoc
covariate adjustment (post-stratification) in this situation.
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5.2 Recommendation
Our full recommendation for researchers who would automatically ignore failed block ran-
domization and estimate treatment effects using linear covariate adjustment, instead combine for-
mal preliminary testing to determine whether or not blocks should be ignored followed by post-
stratification to estimate treatment effects and their relative standard errors. The bodies of literature
for preliminary testing and for post-stratification are well-developed which we find quite exciting.
Their results are immediately useable and, in the case of preliminary testing, extensively catalogued
and extremely well-summarized. Bancroft published his original work describing the basic theory of
error pooling [4] in 1944, followed by a series of papers further developing the idea [2]. In 1980 he
jointly co-authored a user-friendly guide to the entire body of literature to date in [3].
There appears to be three reasons why these ideas are not often used in practice. First, the
concept is only briefly mentioned in statistics methods classes and is not obviously executable in
popular software packages, i.e. one-click button or option of “preliminarytest == TRUE.” Second,
there is controversy in the statistical literature about the validity of a block test and the actual
degrees of freedom that results from pooling. The final reason is that it only makes a difference in
a few cases, as evidence by [5] and [36].
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5.2.1 Preliminary test
Error pooling for ANOVAs is an application of conditionally specified models, which have
been extensively studied in the literature ([2]); preliminary testing is a large part of this work. Gen-
erally, a statistical analysis has two phases, a preliminary testing phase and a primary testing phase.
That is, preliminary testing is the process of “model building,” wherein we compare potential pre-
dictors and forms of their combination, and primary testing is the more familiar statistical analysis,
wherein we estimate, predict, and infer an average measured response. Use of preliminary testing,
though not always explicitly declared, is omnipresent.
A common preliminary test determines whether or not to pool ANOVA sources of variation
into error. This form of preliminary testing was originally presented in [4] and further developed
in [7]. Bancroft and Han ([3]) describes this testing with the following example. Consider the the
ANOVA for a two-factor factorial fixed-effects model without interaction. The significance of one of
the factors may be in question if the factor’s contribution to the overall variance of the response is
minimal, i.e, if the factor’s F-statistic (in a sequential ANOVA table) is relatively small. Since the
objective is to determine the significance of an overall treatment effect (from either of the two factors),
the preliminary test (of whether or not to include the factor in question in the primary testing
phase) must employ a higher significance level than the original experiment in order to maintain
the significance level of the overall treatment effect. In specific situations, comparing plotted size
curves can determine the optimal significance for such a preliminary test, though commonly a 25%
significance level will be acceptable [3].
The resulting primary analysis, based on a final analysis model, includes only the remaining
factor if the preliminary test discards the other factor. Discarding a factor from the model ‘pools’ its
associated variation with the ANOVA residual error. This type of preliminary testing is sometimes
called a “sometimes-pooled test.” Pooling error variation from factors with little contribution to
the overall variation can increases the power available to test the effects of the remaining factors.
Bozivich, et al [7] gives guidelines for fixed, random, and mixed ANOVA models, and we can inves-
tigate the potential advantages of pooling by comparing the power curves of ANOVA tests executed
with and without pooling [3].
Ignoring the effects of blocks in an analysis based on a randomized complete block exper-
iment design is an example of a sometimes pool test, or an error pooling preliminary test. For
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example, the test would choose to use the originally specified model, Equation (3.1), if the block ef-
fect is not significant in the preliminary test; the same model without the block effect, Equation (3.2),
otherwise. In the researcher approach, we also used error pooling to simultaneously remove the sec-
ond trimester and interaction effects from the ANOVA model because although the researchers were
initially interested in investigating which trimester (if either) produced stronger evidence of fescue
detriments to fetal development, partial sums of squares F-tests of factor coefficients suggested that
only in the third trimester does fescue have a significant effect on the measured response(s). Thus,
the researchers determined to remove from their model the estimates second trimester effect and
fescue-trimester interaction in order to increase the power of their model for detecting a fescue effect
in only the third trimester; the model because Equation (3.3). The formal preliminary test, as
described above and specifically detailed in [3] and [4], would not have discarded the original blocks
at a 25% significance level [3].
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5.2.2 Post-stratification
As previously mentioned, many researchers (in the sciences) carefully differentiate between
the use of covariate information before treatment assignment (usually in an ANOVA with block-
ing) versus the use of covariate information in the model and analysis after treatment assignment
(usually in an ANCOVA). In ANOVA, the mechanism of randomization that hopefully accompa-
nies an experiment ensures (theoretical) orthogonality of covariate and treatment spaces; informally,
randomization means that covariates should not contain overlapping information, on average, in
an experimental setting. In ANCOVA, the idea that covariates’ explanatory capacities towards a
measured response are mutually exclusive is simulated through orthogonal projection. Additionally,
in ANOVA use allows the number of observations within each covariate category or block to be
numerically balanced, while in ANCOVA, treatment levels contain varying proportions of observa-
tions across covariate categories, so that the number of observations within each category could be
unbalanced.
These two approaches motivated extensive investigation of the relative advantages and dis-
advantages of each case of covariate adjustment. Most recommendations are primarily based on a
covariate’s relative strength of association to the measured response (typically, their observed corre-
lation), while consideration is also given to the size of a covariate’s variance (relative to the overall
error in the response) and to the underlying model complexity (whether or not a strictly linear model
is truly appropriate). Detailed findings are presented in [9, 12, 37], and, most recently, [46].
In addition to the decision to whether or not to use covariates in the analysis before or
after treatment assignment, further distinction can be made depending on whether covariates are
measured before treatment application (“pre-experimental”) or after treatment application (“post-
experimental” or “post-hoc”). This distinction leads to the subtly different assumptions of ANOVA
and post-stratification, respectively. Post-stratification creates a dataset with similar structure to
that of an unbalanced blocking ANOVA; the primary difference, as detailed by [38], is that in post-
stratification, the number of observations available to each treatment-covariate combination can be
considered a random variable. That is, it is a random quantity as opposed to a fixed quantity as
when blocking is done before treatment assignment. Measuring covariates after applying treatment
may also generate concerns of whether post-hoc covariates are affected by the treatment [39].
Thus, when we use post-stratification to include new covariates, the overall structure of
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experimental units in post-stratification will be identical to the structure of an (unbalanced) analysis
of variance; the only difference is the treatment assignment mechanism. As the resulting dataset
structure is the same as that of an incomplete block design, the same regression adjustment used in an
incomplete block design is used in post-stratification. However, because the number of experimental
units assigned to each treatment is random within strata, the variance (standard error) estimate of
post-hoc covariates is larger than in a corresponding analysis of variance model [38].
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5.3 Future work
Future work has two parts. The overarching goal is identifying specific dataset character-
istics, or factors, indicating which matching methods choices (distance-structure-algorithm combi-
nations) are most efficient for certain datasets. Considering the number of distance, structure, and
algorithm chocies already proposed, our next step is to extend our comparison to many other match-
ing methods by focusing on different combinations of distances, structures, and algorithms that are
not directly available in packages. From here, there are several directions, the choice of which would
be based on which methods are most promising for the broader goal.
5.3.1 Many directions
One direction designs a simulation in which a dataset’s collinearity between covariates, cor-
relation between response and covariates, and correlation between response and true underlying
error are all precisely controlled. Such a simulation could directly investigate the relationship be-
tween the linear association between a response and covariates. To date, we have made strides in
this direction, but we are still determining how to clearly characterize dataset characteristics that
differentiate between dataset “types” and how to define an underlying “truth” model to which we
will compare simulated results.
A second direction is algebraic comparison of the newly proposed distance metrics for match-
ing methods, ultimately allowing an algebraic comparison of different distance metrics under different
algorithms. Some distance metrics have been compared, as in [13], and this question was extremely
well investigated in [34] in the mid-2000s, but since that time those results have not been updated
with the many distance metrics since proposed.
A third direction evaluates matching methods for non-binary treatments, including of using
matching estimators (designed for observational study situations) under the assumptions of random-
ized experiments. Developments ([28, 31]) in this direction are relatively new.
5.3.2 Broader perspective
For datasets with certain characteristics, we want to consider which characteristics, or fac-
tors, determine which matching methods work well. Literature on matching methods and related
topics obliquely allude to the following relationships which we have intuited as potential factors for
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important dataset markers based on repeated references.
We identified three primary areas for investigation that implicitly capture the underlying
model “truth,” or complexity; we call them “prognostic association,” the joint relationship between
a measure responses and covariates, “covariate overlap,” the joint relationship between all available
covariates and functions of covariates (including “treatments”), and “error complexity,” the joint
relationship between the response variation explained and not explained by a model. Note that
model complexity is often characterized in terms of bias from selection and/or unknown treatment
assignment mechanism, heteroscedasticity of error variance (sometimes, “endogeneity”), measure-
ment error (potentially on every model term), bias from “omitted” covariates or higher-order terms,
heterogeneous treatment effect. Similarly, we may additionally consider error from coding choices
and datatype assumptions made for convenience.
Prognostic association refers to the combined strength of (association of) each covariate to
response. Interest in prognostic association originates from original ANOVA vs Regression literature
[9, 37, 12] in which it is measured naively as correlation or the coefficient of determination. Here, lin-
ear association (correlation) is far from the only measure of dependence between two random vectors
[44], and literature suggests Hilbert-Schmidt norms ([15]) as a first further measure of association.
Error complexity refers to the relative size of the error variance and overall response variance.
Interest in error complexity originates from use of F-test in ANOVA to assess variance ratios. A
similar idea is seen in the use of variance ratios and degrees of freedom differences to set cases for
preliminary tests (for ANOVA sums of squares).
Covariate overlap refers to the joint distribution of the “treatments,” measured covariates,
and functions of both. In linear models, the relationship between measured covariates is often char-
acterized as multicollinearity, which could potentially be extended in a manner similar to extending
linear correlation to the more general prognostic association. Further, ANOVA tests depend on
the relative degrees of freedom of their sums of squares decomposition; more heuristically, rela-
tive degrees of freedom sizes is a way to characterize the relative number of observations in each
treatment-block “cell.”
Literature towards the idea of determining such factors is only recently coming under sug-
gestions of investigation. Some examples are simulations on specific datasets [11], the development
of coarsened exact matching [27] and the formalized theory connecting Gu and Rosenbaum’s the
distance, structure, and algorithm choices for matching methods [31].
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Appendix A Indicator variables
A.1 Protocol (Potential) method
A.1.1 Block (Group) effect
In Equation (3.1), we see the shorthand notation
Y = β0 + βt3zi,t3 + βt2zi,t2 + βintzi,int +BLKi + εi
for i = 1, 2, . . . , 32 experimental units. Note that s = 8 in the original sheep dataset. Note also
that in the protocol approach, we refer to the originally created groups as “blocks,” whereas in the
potential approach, we use the more general term, “groups,” to reflect that later subgroups are not
required to be either numerically balanced or mutually exclusive.
As each set of block (groups), take values xi,sub ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s}, where s represents the
number of subgroups used for a particular dataset in a particular model, the shorthand BLKi
(GRPi) actually represents
BLKi = βsubxi,sub for sub = 1, 2, . . . , s
where
BLKi = βsubxi,sub = βsub=2zi,sub=2 + βsub=3zi,sub=3 + · · ·+ βsub=szi,sub=s
with
xi,sub = 1 ⇐⇒ zi,sub=2 = 0, zi,sub=3 = 0, . . . , zi,sub=s = 0
xi,sub = 2 ⇐⇒ zi,sub=2 = 1, zi,sub=3 = 0, . . . , zi,sub=s = 0
xi,sub = 3 ⇐⇒ zi,sub=2 = 0, zi,sub=3 = 1, . . . , zi,sub=s = 0
...
xi,sub = s ⇐⇒ zi,sub=2 = 0, zi,sub=3 = 0, . . . , zi,sub=s = 1
Here, zi,sub=2, zi,sub=3, . . . , and zi,sub=s are all binary indicators taking values in {0, 1} so that
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βsub=2, βsub=3, and βsub=s respectively represent the shift the mean response to account for the
difference between xi,sub = 1 to xi,sub = 2, for the difference between xi,sub = 2 to xi,sub = 3, . . . ,
and for the difference between xi,sub = s− 1 to xi,sub = s. Thus, the shorthand BLKi (GRPi) can
be considered a block (group) effect.
A.2 Researcher method
In Equation (3.7), we see the shorthand notation
Y = β0 + βT zi,T + βibcsxi,ibcs + βlmnoxi,lmno + βgenoxi,geno + εi
A.2.1 Lamb number
As the lamb number takes values xi,lmno ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the shorthand βlmnoxi,lmno actually represents
βlmnoxi,lmno = βlmno=2zi,lmno=2 + βlmno=3zi,lmno=3
with
xi,lmno = 1 ⇐⇒ zi,lmno=2 = 0, zi,lmno=3 = 0
xi,lmno = 2 ⇐⇒ zi,lmno=2 = 1, zi,lmno=3 = 0
xi,lmno = 3 ⇐⇒ zi,lmno=2 = 0, zi,lmno=3 = 1
Here, zi,lmno=2 and zi,lmno=3 are each binary indicators taking values in {0, 1} so that βlmno=2 and
βlmno=3 respectively represent the shift the mean response to account for the difference between
xi,lmno = 1 to xi,lmno = 2 and the difference between xi,lmno = 2 to xi,lmno = 3. Thus, the
shorthand βlmno can be considered a lamb number effect.
A.2.2 Genotype
As the genotype takes values xi,geno ∈ {AA,AG,GG}, the shorthand βgenoxi,geno actually represents
βgenoxi,geno = βAGzi,AG + βGGzi,GG
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with
xi,geno = AA ⇐⇒ zi,AG = 0, zi,GG = 0
xi,geno = AG ⇐⇒ zi,AG = 1, zi,GG = 0
xi,geno = GG ⇐⇒ zi,AG = 0, zi,GG = 1
Here, zi,AG and zi,GG are each binary indicators taking values in {0, 1} so that βAG and βGG
respectively represent the shift the mean response to account for the difference between xi,geno = AA
to xi,geno = AG and for the difference between xi,geno = AG to xi,geno = GG. Thus, the shorthand
βgeno can be considered a genotype effect.
A.2.3 Body condition score
As the initial BCS takes values xi,ibcs ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the shorthand βibcsxi,ibcs actually represents
βibcsxi,ibcs = βibcs=2zi,ibcs=2 + βibcs=3zi,ibcs=3 + βibcs=4zi,ibcs=4
with
xi,ibcs = 1 ⇐⇒ zi,ibcs=2 = 0, zi,ibcs=3 = 0, zi,ibcs=4 = 0
xi,ibcs = 2 ⇐⇒ zi,ibcs=2 = 2, zi,ibcs=3 = 0, zi,ibcs=4 = 0
xi,ibcs = 3 ⇐⇒ zi,ibcs=2 = 0, zi,ibcs=3 = 1, zi,ibcs=4 = 0
xi,ibcs = 4 ⇐⇒ zi,ibcs=2 = 0, zi,ibcs=3 = 0, zi,ibcs=4 = 1
Here, zi,ibcs=2, zi,ibcs=3, and zi,ibcs=4 are each binary indicators taking values in {0, 1} so that βibcs=2,
βibcs=3, and βibcs=4 respectively represent the shift the mean response to account for the difference
between xi,ibcs = 1 to xi,ibcs = 2, for the difference between xi,ibcs = 2 to xi,ibcs = 3, and for the
difference between xi,ibcs = 3 to xi,ibcs = 4. Thus, the shorthand βibcs can be considered an initial
BCS effect.
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Appendix B ANOVA tables
Table 1: ANOVA tables for uterine weight, yUteWtg
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the ewe response of uterine
weight estimated on the original sheep dataset (“yUteWtg”) for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yUteWtg: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 980652 980652 4.15 0.0544
block 7 1106896 158128 0.67 0.6953
tri2=toxic 1 184030 184030 0.78 0.3873
tri3*tri2 1 67912 67912 0.29 0.5974
Residuals 21 4958680 236128 NA NA
yUteWtg: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 980652 980652 4.66 0.0391
Residuals 30 6317518 210584 NA NA
yUteWtg: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 1187805 1187805 10.90 0.0027
lamb num 1 3078709 3078709 28.24 0.000
genotype 1 12419 12419 0.11 0.7383
initial BCS 1 2984 2984 0.03 0.8698
Residuals 27 2943285 109011 NA NA
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Table 2: ANOVA tables for yACarTotWT
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yACarTotWT: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 2485 2485 1.11 0.3045
block 7 31349 4478 2.00 0.1041
tri2=toxic 1 1613 1613 0.72 0.4060
tri3*tri2 1 4783 4783 2.13 0.1590
Residuals 21 47097 2243 NA NA
yACarTotWT: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 2485 2485 0.88 0.3560
Residuals 30 84842 2828 NA NA
yACarTotWT: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 3203 3203 1.16 0.2902
lambnum 1 4239 4239 1.54 0.2252
genotype 1 627 627 0.23 0.6369
initialBCS 1 7693 7693 2.80 0.1061
Residuals 27 74298 2752 NA NA
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Table 3: ANOVA tables for yACotTotWt
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yACotTotWt: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 10552 10552 0.86 0.3634
block 7 138101 19729 1.61 0.1862
tri2=toxic 1 3979 3979 0.33 0.5744
tri3*tri2 1 16858 16858 1.38 0.2534
Residuals 21 256735 12225 NA NA
yACotTotWt: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 10552 10552 0.76 0.3898
Residuals 30 415672 13856 NA NA
yACotTotWt: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 13981 13981 1.05 0.3148
lamb num 1 11947 11947 0.90 0.3521
genotype 1 595 595 0.04 0.8343
initial BCS 1 51698 51698 3.88 0.0592
Residuals 27 359816 13327 NA NA
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Table 4: ANOVA tables for yATotWt
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yATotWt: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 23279 23279 0.95 0.3419
block 7 296406 42344 1.72 0.1585
tri2=toxic 1 10658 10658 0.43 0.5177
tri3*tri2 1 39600 39600 1.61 0.2186
Residuals 21 517019 24620 NA NA
yATotWt: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 23279 23279 0.81 0.3757
Residuals 30 863683 28789 NA NA
yATotWt: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 30568 30568 1.10 0.3037
lamb num 1 30420 30420 1.09 0.3048
genotype 1 2443 2443 0.09 0.7692
initial BCS 1 99277 99277 3.57 0.0696
Residuals 27 750724 27805 NA NA
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Table 5: ANOVA tables for yBCarTotWt
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yBCarTotWt: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 11207 11207 5.36 0.0308
block 7 41788 5970 2.86 0.0293
tri2=toxic 1 3 3 0.00 0.9697
tri3*tri2 1 1231 1231 0.59 0.4514
Residuals 21 43902 2091 NA NA
yBCarTotWt: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 11207 11207 3.87 0.0585
Residuals 30 86924 2897 NA NA
yBCarTotWt: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 11084 11084 3.60 0.0685
lamb num 1 992 992 0.32 0.5749
genotype 1 12 12 0.00 0.9510
initial BCS 1 1941 1941 0.63 0.4341
Residuals 27 83104 3078 NA NA
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Table 6: ANOVA tables for yBCotTotWt
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yBCotTotWt: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 130959 130959 6.15 0.0217
block 7 379790 54256 2.55 0.0456
tri2=toxic 1 1123 1123 0.05 0.8205
tri3*tri2 1 8470 8470 0.40 0.5349
Residuals 21 446823 21277 NA NA
yBCotTotWt: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 130959 130959 4.70 0.0383
Residuals 30 836206 27874 NA NA
yBCotTotWt: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 128929 128929 4.58 0.0415
lamb num 1 17097 17097 0.61 0.4425
genotype 1 48 48 0.00 0.9673
initial BCS 1 42797 42797 1.52 0.2281
Residuals 27 759689 28137 NA NA
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Table 7: ANOVA tables for yBTotWt
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yBTotWt: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 218786 218786 6.23 0.0210
block 7 664741 94963 2.70 0.0365
tri2=toxic 1 1008 1008 0.03 0.8671
tri3*tri2 1 16159 16159 0.46 0.5050
Residuals 21 737687 35128 NA NA
yBTotWt: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 218786 218786 4.62 0.0397
Residuals 30 1419596 47320 NA NA
yBTotWt: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 215620 215620 4.46 0.0441
lamb num 1 26327 26327 0.54 0.4669
genotype 1 108 108 0.00 0.9627
initial BCS 1 62965 62965 1.30 0.2638
Residuals 27 1305123 48338 NA NA
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Table 8: ANOVA tables for yCCarTotWt
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yCCarTotWt: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 837 837 0.35 0.5584
block 7 10788 1541 0.65 0.7097
tri2=toxic 1 220 220 0.09 0.7633
tri3*tri2 1 4652 4652 1.97 0.1756
Residuals 21 49716 2367 NA NA
yCCarTotWt: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 837 837 0.38 0.5400
Residuals 30 65376 2179 NA NA
yCCarTotWt: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 1123 1123 0.51 0.4831
lamb num 1 1181 1181 0.53 0.4721
genotype 1 198 198 0.09 0.7675
initial BCS 1 4915 4915 2.21 0.1484
Residuals 27 59938 2220 NA NA
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Table 9: ANOVA tables for yCCotTotWt
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yCCotTotWt: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 2510 2510 0.07 0.7961
block 7 141203 20172 0.55 0.7868
tri2=toxic 1 153 153 0.00 0.9491
tri3*tri2 1 78418 78418 2.14 0.1583
Residuals 21 769628 36649 NA NA
yCCotTotWt: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 2510 2510 0.08 0.7846
Residuals 30 989402 32980 NA NA
yCCotTotWt: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 5181 5181 0.16 0.6951
lamb num 1 26357 26357 0.80 0.3795
genotype 1 911 911 0.03 0.8693
initial BCS 1 87163 87163 2.64 0.1158
Residuals 27 891337 33012 NA NA
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Table 10: ANOVA tables for yCTotWt
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yCTotWt: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 6246 6246 0.11 0.7441
block 7 227278 32468 0.57 0.7729
tri2=toxic 1 6 6 0.00 0.9918
tri3*tri2 1 121271 121271 2.12 0.1598
Residuals 21 1198806 57086 NA NA
yCTotWt: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 6246 6246 0.12 0.7303
Residuals 30 1547361 51579 NA NA
yCTotWt: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 11126 11126 0.21 0.6467
lamb num 1 38695 38695 0.75 0.3949
genotype 1 1959 1959 0.04 0.8472
initial BCS 1 133473 133473 2.58 0.1200
Residuals 27 1397925 51775 NA NA
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Table 11: ANOVA tables for yCarTot
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yCarTot: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 13088 13088 14.96 0.0009
block 7 9975 1425 1.63 0.1819
tri2=toxic 1 3283 3283 3.75 0.0663
tri3*tri2 1 634 634 0.72 0.4042
Residuals 21 18369 875 NA NA
yCarTot: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 13088 13088 12.17 0.0015
Residuals 30 32261 1075 NA NA
yCarTot: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 13203 13203 11.64 0.0020
lamb num 1 910 910 0.80 0.3784
genotype 1 1 1 0.00 0.9809
initial BCS 1 371 371 0.33 0.5722
Residuals 27 30624 1134 NA NA
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Table 12: ANOVA tables for yCotTot
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yCotTot: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 195349 195349 8.81 0.0073
block 7 45534 6505 0.29 0.9490
tri2=toxic 1 5058 5058 0.23 0.6379
tri3*tri2 1 16657 16657 0.75 0.3959
Residuals 21 465726 22177 NA NA
yCotTot: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 195349 195349 11.00 0.0024
Residuals 30 532974 17766 NA NA
yCotTot: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 209034 209034 13.69 0.0010
lamb num 1 99966 99966 6.55 0.0164
genotype 1 10958 10958 0.72 0.4044
initial BCS 1 1209 1209 0.08 0.7806
Residuals 27 412328 15271 NA NA
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Table 13: ANOVA tables for yPlacTot
These ANOVA tables provide partial (Type III) ANOVA results for the models Equation (3.1)
(protocol), Equation (3.3) (t3only), and Equation (3.7) (allcov), respectively.
yPlacTot: protocol
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 309564 309564 12.54 0.0019
block 7 65699 9386 0.38 0.9036
tri2=toxic 1 16491 16491 0.67 0.4229
tri3*tri2 1 10792 10792 0.44 0.5157
Residuals 21 518387 24685 NA NA
yPlacTot: t3only
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 309564 309564 15.19 0.0005
Residuals 30 611368 20379 NA NA
yPlacTot: allcov
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 327307 327307 18.94 0.0002
lamb num 1 119949 119949 6.94 0.0138
genotype 1 11129 11129 0.64 0.4292
initial BCS 1 240 240 0.01 0.9070
Residuals 27 466502 17278 NA NA
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Appendix C Boxplots
Each boxplot contains the the observed distribution of the estimated difference in means
for the third trimester indicator Zt3, or the third trimester effect, along with the observed standard
error of every term. Estimates and their standard errors are recorded for every model and on every
simulated dataset in additional the original sheep dataset. Boxplots show the observed distribution
of each quantity for each model type, labeled along the horizontal axis.
Each boxplot figure compares model performance across all available datasets for a different
response variable, with models along the horizontal axis. Model performance is reported as each
dataset’s third trimester effect (bottom, denoted “EST”) and its corresponding standard error, or
the difference in means and the standard deviation of the difference in means (top, denoted “SE”).
The boxplots for EST show connected means for each model within each response.
We can thus use the boxplots to compare the observed distributions of the estimate and
standard error between models within each response. Within every response, we overwhelmingly
observe that the relative model behavior is similar for these measures of sheep fetal development.
Through the above sections, each ewe’s uterine weight, or “yUteWtg’,’ is used as an illustrative
example, as the same model trends persist across response variables.
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Figure 1: Boxplots for uterine weight, yUteWtg
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Figure 2: Boxplots for yACarTotWT
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Figure 3: Boxplots for yACotTotWT
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Figure 4: Boxplots for yATotWt
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Figure 5: Boxplots for yBCarTotWT
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Figure 6: Boxplots for yUteWtg
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Figure 7: Boxplots for yBTotWt
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Figure 8: Boxplots for yCCarTotWT
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Figure 9: Boxplots for yUteWtg
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Figure 10: Boxplots for yCTotWt
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Figure 11: Boxplots for yCarTot
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Figure 12: Boxplots for yCotTot
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Figure 13: Boxplots for yPlacTot
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Appendix D Models summary
This appendix summarizes the intent of all twenty two (22) linear models considered. The
models highlighted in the methods are in listed in bold.
For the protocol approach, there is only the one model.
1. In Equation (3.1) (protocol), the researcher includes the third trimester effect, the second
trimester effect, the interaction effect, and the block effect.
For the researcher approach, there are eleven (11) models, of which we highlighted three (3) in the
methods. Recall that lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS are included as continuous covariates,
per the researchers’ choice.
1. In Equation (3.2) (noblock), the researcher includes the third trimester effect, the second
trimester effect, and the interaction effect, dropping only the block effect from the protocol
model.
2. In Equation (3.4) (noint), the researcher includes the third trimester effect, the second
trimester effect, and the block effect, dropping only the interaction effect from the protocol
model.
3. In Equation (3.5) (t3+t2), the researcher includes the third trimester effect and the second
trimester effect, dropping the block and interaction effects from the protocol model.
4. In Equation (3.3) (t3only), the researcher includes only the third trimester effect,
dropping the block, second trimester, and interaction effects from the protocol
model.
5. In Equation (3.8) (lcov), the researcher includes only the lamb number, which is discrete and
has three levels, as a continuous covariate.
6. In Equation (3.9) (gcov), the researcher includes only the genotype, which is nominal and has
three levels, as a continuous covariate.
7. In Equation (3.10) (bcov), the researcher includes only the initial BCS, which is discrete and
has four levels, as a continuous covariate.
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8. In Equation (3.6) (lgcov), the researcher includes lamb number and genotype; this
is the final researcher model.
9. In Equation (3.11) (lbcov), the researcher includes lamb number and initial BCS.
10. In Equation (3.12) (gbcov), the researcher includes genotype and initial BCS.
11. In Equation (3.7) (allcov), the researcher includes lamb number, genotype, and
initial BCS.
For the potential approach, there are ten (10) models, of which we highlighted three (3) in the
methods.
1. In Equation (3.16) (blocksA) we use eight blocks assigned by the experiment as groups.
2. In Equation (3.17) (nogroupB) we use no groups, so the estimate of the mean responses are
identical to the (t3only) model.
3. In Equation (3.18) (lmnostratC) we use five groups created from stratifying on the continuous
version of lamb number.
4. In Equation (3.19) (genostratD) we use five groups created from stratifying on the continuous
version of genotype.
5. In Equation (3.20) (ibcsstratE) we use five groups created from stratifying on the continuous
version of initial BCS.
6. In Equation (3.21) (randstratF) we randomly assign each experimental unit to one of five
groups; this similar to the creation of the simulated datasets.
7. In Equation (3.14) (psstratG) we use groups based on optimal matching of experi-
mental units using a propensity score distance.
8. In Equation (3.13) (psmatchH) we form groups by attempting to collapse the groups
from psstratG into five subgroups.
9. In Equation (3.22) (psoptmatchI) we use groups based on optimal matching of experimental
units using a propensity score distance.
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10. In Equation (3.15) (kernmatchJ) we use groups based on optimal matching of ex-
perimental units using a kernel distance.
For completeness, all twenty two equation numbers and model names are summarized in
Table 14, sorted by equation number and in Table 15, sorted by the boxplot display order.
Table 14: Models list
by equation number
Equation (3.1) (protocol)
Equation (3.2) (noblock)
Equation (3.3) (t3only)
Equation (3.4) (noint)
Equation (3.5) (t3+t2)
Equation (3.6) (lgcov)
Equation (3.7) (allcov)
Equation (3.8) (lcov)
Equation (3.9) (gcov)
Equation (3.10) (bcov)
Equation (3.11) (lbcov)
Equation (3.12) (gbcov)
Equation (3.13) (psmatchH)
Equation (3.14) (psstratG)
Equation (3.15) (kernmatchJ)
Equation (3.16) (blocksA)
Equation (3.17) (nogroupB)
Equation (3.18) (lmnostratC)
Equation (3.19) (genostratD)
Equation (3.20) (ibcsstratE)
Equation (3.21) (randstratF)
Equation (3.22) (psoptmatchI)
Table 15: Models list
by boxplot display order
Equation (3.2) (noblock)
Equation (3.1) (protocol)
Equation (3.3) (t3only)
Equation (3.6) (lgcov)
Equation (3.7) (allcov)
Equation (3.21) (randstratF)
Equation (3.14) (psstratG)
Equation (3.13) (psmatchH)
Equation (3.22) (psoptmatchI)
Equation (3.15) (kernmatchJ)
Equation (3.17) (nogroupB)
Equation (3.16) (blocksA)
Equation (3.4) (noint)
Equation (3.5) (t3+t2)
Equation (3.18) (lmnostratC)
Equation (3.8) (lcov)
Equation (3.11) (lbcov)
Equation (3.20) (ibcsstratE)
Equation (3.10) (bcov)
Equation (3.12) (gbcov)
Equation (3.19) (genostratD)
Equation (3.9) (gcov)
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Appendix E Covariate continuity
None of the post-hoc covariates of lamb number, genotype, or initial BCS are continuous.
Lamb number is a integer taking values of 1, 2, or 3; genotype is a nominal label taking values of
AA, AG, or GG ; and initial BCS is a integer taking values of 1, 2, 3, or 4. To include discrete values
in a linear covariate adjustment, we typically use a series of indicator variables, as in Appendix A.
Throughout, we follow the researcher practice of using the continuous version of these co-
variates. To achieve this, the researchers ranked the nominal genotype levels, ordering the three
genotypes from least to most resilient to the effects of infected fescue on sheep fetal development.
Consider , boxplots summarizing the difference in means and its standard error for uterine weight
across all simulated datasets, estimated on the original dataset for all models, shown in Figure 14.
Lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS are included as continuous in the researcher approach in
the top part of the figure and are included as discrete in the bottom part of the figure.
We are confident that although consider the covariates as continuous random variables is an
approximation, it does not obscure the methods’ relative abilities to estimate the the third trimester
effect and its corresponding standard error. Also, this practice has advantages in interpretation.
The coefficients association with lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS effects are the average
change in the mean as each covariate increases by one unit. Finally, this practice is convenient to
compare our three approaches, as kernel functions, being defined only continuous spaces, must use
continuous approximations of discrete variables. That is, for the logistic regression used to estimate
each ewe’s propensity score and the linear covariate adjustment of the researcher approach, using
continuous covariates to approximate their exact, discrete versions allows better comparison to the
kernel methods.
When discrete covariates are treated not as indicator variables, but treated as though they
were a single, continuous term, this increases the degrees of freedom available for estimating a
linear model’s error term. Consider Table 16, the partial ANOVA tables for the three covariate
model, Equation (3.7), estimated on each with lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS included as
continuous and as discrete covariates, respectively. The approximation does not change the overall
result of the (researchers’ final) analysis; the third trimester effect is still “significant” in the partial
ANOVA table, while each covariate is distinctly “not significant.”
We do note that this approximation does reduce the p-value of the (partial ANOVA) hy-
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pothesis tests of each of these covariates (see Table 16), which is a direct result of increasing the
numerator degrees of freedom of the F-statistic. More heuristically, it is a result of decreasing the
amount of information used to estimate the effect of each covariate because we are estimating average
covariate effects in place of an effect for each level of the discrete covariates.
Table 16: Continuous versus discrete covariates
The partial ANOVA table for the three covariate model, Equation (3.7), using yUteWtg, estimated
on the original dataset with lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS included as continuous (top)
and discrete (bottom) covariates.
yUteWtg: allcov, covariates continuous
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 1187805 1187805 10.90 0.0027
lamb num 1 3078709 3078709 28.24 0.0000
genotype 1 12419 12419 0.11 0.7383
initial BCS 1 2984 2984 0.03 0.8698
Residuals 27 2943285 109011 NA NA
yUteWtg: allcov, covariates discrete
Terms Df SumSq MeanSq Fstat Pval
tri3=toxic 1 710358 710358 6.48 0.0181
lamb num 2 3113547 1556773 14.19 0.0001
genotype 2 152 76 0.00 0.9993
initial BCS 3 45829 15276 0.14 0.9355
Residuals 23 2523193 109704 NA NA
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Figure 14: Boxplots comparing continuous versus discrete covariate use
Boxplots summarizing the difference in means and its standard error using yUteWtg across all
simulated datasets for all models. Lamb number, genotype, and initial BCS included as continuous
(top) and discrete (bottom) covariates in the researcher approach.
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